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THE BASIS OF MOLECULAR GEOMETRY:
POLYGONS, PYRAMIDS AND PRISMS

1.1 INTRODUCTION TO SYMMETRY

Where there is matter, there is geometry and symmetry begins as the first property of geometrical figures.
Symmetry is a kind of balancing act and it connotes harmony of proportions. Symmetry is one of science’s
basic concepts, since fundamental laws of nature are related to this. Symmetry is beautiful, although it
alone may not be enough to substantiate beauty. Absolute perfection is sometimes irritating. Therefore,
usefulness, function and aesthetic appeal are the artifacts of symmetry in the fields of technology and
art. The importance of blending fact and fantasy was summarized in Arthur Koestler’s words: “Artists
treat facts as stimuli for the imagination, while scientists use their imagination to coordinate facts.”

The history of Periodic Tables following Mendeleev’s discovery, demonstrates never-ending quest
of chemists for beauty and harmony. Nearly 700 Periodic Tables were published during the first one
hundred years after the original discovery of the Periodic Table in 1869. Beauty and usefulness were
blended in these tables in a natural fashion. As professor C.A. Coulson has put it: “Man’s sense of shape,
his feeling for form, the fact that he himself exists in 3-dimensions, must have conditioned his mind to
think of structure and sometimes encouraged him to dream about it”.

Symmetry becomes important when it interprets facts and it delights us when it links our study of
chemistry with the world of order, pattern, beauty and satisfaction. As a matter of fact, chemistry, like
any other science, resembles the art and the chemist has the potential of creativity.

1.2 SYMMETRY IN NATURE

Symmetry is omnipresent in the natural world. The world of nature predominantly belongs to that of
animals as well as of plants, which are living beings.

1.2.1 Plants

Since plants grow vertical and against the gravity, they must adapt some mechanism of balancing
themselves. After they grow into some size, they illustrate a fine example of symmetry and most commonly
radial symmetry. Their leaves, flowers, and fruits offer the best examples for bilateral, radial and other
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multi-dimensional symmetry. The colour dissipation on the leaves or flowers also follows certain pattern.
See the Figure 1.1 for the veins of a leaf illustrating the bilateral symmetry.

Figure 1.1 Veins of a leaf showing bilateral symmetry

1.2.2 Animals

Without exception, all animals possess atleast bilateral symmetry in their physical shapes. Each animal
can be divided into two equal parts. Besides, if they have coloured markings, like in the case of zebra
and tiger, the colour spread bears a high degree of symmetry in length, width and angle of the markings.
Birds and butterflies are ideal examples in this regard (Figure 1.2). Complementation of their colours is
a beauty to watch. Animals show symmetry and rhythm not only in their physique and colour distribution,
but exhibit a sense of order or pattern in their inhabitance and activity. For example, the reptiles sleep by
folding themselves into a spiral loop and crawl in a curved/wavy path (Figure 1.3).

(a) (b)
Figure 1.2 (a) Butterfly with symmetric disposition of colours on the left and right wings

(b) A bird in a flying posture is symbolic of bilateral symmetry

The nest-formation by birds exhibits an architectural skill and the nests hanging from the tree branches
reflect safety and symmetry (Figure 1.4). The birds when they fly in groups, also follow some rules of
symmetry and while flying in the sky are always led by a single-bird and then followed by many in the
fashion of Pascal’s triangle (Figure 1.5).
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Figure 1.3 Mode of sleeping of a reptile

Figure 1.4 A nest of the bird hanging from a tree branch

Figure 1.5 Flying of birds in the sky in a Pascal’s triangle style (artist’s view)
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1.2.3 Symmetry in Viruses

At the microbial level, the viruses are described as rather indefinite blobs in the early days of electron
microscopy. But today they appear in forms and aesthetic structures of mathematical interest!

J.D. Watson and F.H.C. Crick made an important comment about the virus organization and its
structural design. They proposed that since the viruses are physically very small (~20–300 nm), they
contain a limited amount of nucleic acid with a proportionate number of viral proteins. A symmetrical
packing of assembled proteins was required to construct a viral shell that can provide a maximum
efficiency in order to enclose space. Thus, the basic requirement for viruses to assume symmetrical
structures could be biological in origin. Much of the evidence for symmetry and regular forms observed
in viruses has come from electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction of virus crystals and physico-chemical
studies. Viruses can be classified into three symmetrical groups: icosahedral, helical and combinations
of some symmetrical patterns. Figure 1.6 shows the diagrammatic representations of two types of common
viruses (a) T-even bacteriophage (T-stands for triangulation number), (b) Pox virus (Orf virus). Viruses
are generally composed of either DNA or RNA which contain the necessary genetic information for the
replication and assembly of identical progeny within the host cell. In order to protect this genetic material
these viruses possess a coat of protein or lipoprotein molecules assembled according to precise geometrical
or morphological designs.

Figure 1.6 Diagrammatic representation of (a) T-even bacteriophage and
(b) Pox virus (ORF)

1.3 SYMMETRY IN MAN-MADE ENVIRONMENT

Symmetry has become very important in human creations, since man has learnt the art of building,
thinking and living from nature. Art, architecture and music are the major human creations where symmetry
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has been the essential ingredient. Transport and communication have also become part of our culture for
a better living and symmetry is quite apparent in them.

1.3.1 Architecture

There are many outstanding examples of symmetry in architecture, available in the form of both the
modern and historical monuments, particularly in India. Of the many modern monuments, the most
prominent and latest eg. is the Lotus Temple, India, which has many distinctive features.

The Lotus Temple

This is a modern monument of post-1986 era, situated at New Delhi, India, with a notable architectural
structure. This is also called as ‘Bahai House of Worship’, which is 40-metre high lotus-shaped white
marble structure. It looks like a lotus from the bottom with three rows of lotus petals, containing nine
petals in every row. The outer set of nine petals open outwards forming nine portals. Encircling the
lotus-shaped structure are nine pools which represent the green leaves of the lotus plant. The architectural
splendour and ingenuity can scarcely be seen anywhere. Special building materials were used to build
the structure: the white cement from Korea, white marble from the Pentilikon mines in Greece but cut in
Italy, the concrete dolomite aggregates of Alwar mines near Delhi and the white silica sand from Jaipur,
India. The structure was built over a period of 6–7 years (Figure 1.7).

Figure 1.7 The Lotus temple in South Delhi, a symbol of architectural excellence

In addition to this, there are several other modern monuments in India such as Rashtrapathi Bhavan,
Parliament House (the imposing circular building), India Gate, etc., all of which marvel in architectural
design, Not to lag behind, India is rich with many historical monuments like Qutub Minar, Ashoka’s
Pillar, Iron Pillar in Qutub Minar complex, Taj Mahal (Figure 1.8)  and several Forts (which stand
mutilated today), Temples, Mosques, Churches and Tombs. All these structures present a fascinating
picture of well-designed symmetric beauties in lime, concrete, stone and metal.
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Figure 1.8 The Taj Mahal built in 17th century by Mughal Emperor in Agra (India)
is considered as one of Architectural Wonder of World

1.3.2 Symmetry in our Food and Eating Habits

Take any item or raw material to be cooked as food. It is all mixed up first into a ‘lump’, which initially
looks like a ‘shapeless’ material. But are we going to cook the way it is and eat? The answer is, No. It
will be moulded into different and of course, pleasant shapes. Sometimes, shape is attributed to the taste
and vice versa. This is to say that geometrical sense is imperative even in kitchen and dining habitat.

1.3.3 Symmetry in Languages

Language is a medium of communication. It is either prose or poetry. Each of the poetic line ends with
a word of repeating phonetic sounds, implying a particular pattern or symmetry. The symmetry in prose
is reflected in the usage of palindromes, which exist in most of the languages. Palindrome is a Greek
word ( ).iν ο οπαλ δρ µ  Palindromes in languages occur in the form of either words or sentences. What is
a palindrome? A palindrome is a word or a sentence (a verse or prose) which is invariant to being read
backwards as forwards. It has specific and permutational symmetry. Some of the best examples are:

(i) Palindromes in words
Madam, Toot, Refer, level

(ii) Palindromes in sentences
Pull up
‘No melon, no lemon’
‘Able was I ere I saw Elba’
‘Lewd did I live, evil I did dwel’
‘Live not to Nevil’




